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Christian Ngô 
Service de Physique Nucléaire - Métrologie Fondamentale 

CEN Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France 

ABSTRACT 

We review some of the many aspects of heavy-ion reaction mechanisms 
observed at bombarding energies smaller than ~ 50 MeV/u. We emphasize the 
results concerning the use of very heavy projectiles which has led to the 
observation of new mechanisms. 

INTRODUCTION 

Sometimes, when you meet a nuclear physicist who is not working in 
heavy-ion physics he asks you : why do you study the collision between two 
heavy ions while one does not yet understand completely the nucleon-nucleon 
Interaction? and often he asks a second question : what are the fundamental 
things that you learn from heavy-ion physics? Nevertheless, there should be 
some interest in studying heavy-1on reactions because many physicists have 
been working in this f ie ld for almost twenty years and a lo t of money has 
been spent in this domain. The question is now : was i t really necessary to 
do that and what have we learned during these twenty years? 

In this talk I would l ike to show that i t was not only necessary but 
also interesting to investigate heavy ion reaction mechanisms. In order to 
do this I shall pick up only a few examples of what has been done 1n this 
f ie ld and please forgive me for all the important things which I shall not 
quote because of lack of time. 

Since nuclei exist i t is of course interesting to study what happens 
when two nuclei collide with each other. I t is Interesting to do that even 
before one has a complete microscopic description of the nuclei in terms of 
their constituents. Let me just recall you that, for instance, organic che
mistry was developed already a lot long before the existence of quantum 
mechanics. Many chemical reactions have been used in the laboratory as well 
as 1n the industry long before they could be explained at a microscopic 
level. Therefore i t is also necessary to study what happens in the collision 
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of two nuclei. However, i t is not obvious that the outcome of such studies 
* i l l be very interesting but this has to be demonstrated first. 

Heavy ion reactions can be used as a tool either to produce new species 
(exotic nuclei and eventually the super-heavy element i f i t exists) or for 
nuclear structure studies. Cross-section measurements are also of fundamen
tal importance for other fields (astrophysics for instance) or for applica
tions. 

One can also study the different mechanisms which can be observed in 
the collision of two heavy ions. These mechanisms will be interesting i f 
they are not the result of an incoherent superposition of single nucleon-
nucleon collisions or, in other words, i f their origin can be explained by a 
coherent participation of many nucléons (collective phenomenon). Fortunately 
enough, i t turned out that many collective phenomena have been observed over 
a wide range of bombarding energies and i t explains the success of heavy-ion 
physics over the last decade. We shall focuss attention on this particular 
aspect of heavy-1on collisions. 

For historical and technical reasons heavy-ion physics has been divided 
in four main areas depending upon the bombarding energy of the projectile : 
- The low bombarding energy domain goes from the Coulomb barrier of two nu
clei up to about 10-20 MeV/u. I t has been studied 1n details and many col
lective phenomena have been discovered. The physics has been found to be 
dominated by the mean field created by the whole set of nucléons. 
- The high energy domain, between about 200 MeV/u up to several GeV/u has 
started to be Investigated a bit later. One has tried to look at exotic 
collective phenomena predicted by theoreticians1) like abnormal matter, 
shock waves, pion condensation and the like. Unfortunately, these effects 
have not been found either because they don't exist or perhaps because their 
experimental signature is not obvious. The physics in this energy region has 
been found to be dominated by nucleon-nucleon interaction and there is so 
far no clear-cut indication of collective phenomena. 
- Studies have started recently at intermediate bombarding energies (between 
~ 20-100 MeV/u) using new accelerator facilities like CERN, GAN1L, MSU or 
SARA. As expected, the f irst experimental results seem to indicate a smooth 
transition between the low energy domain, dominated by the mean field, and 
the high energy one, dominated by the nucleon-nucleon interaction. 
• Finally, ultrarelativistlc energies will be used very soon at CERN with 
the 225 GeV/u l 6 0 or 3 2 S beams. In this energy domain there is a great hope 
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to observe the deconflnement of quarks and a phase transition leading to a 
quark-gluon plasma 2}. If it is so, this domain will be one of the new direc
tions of heavy-ion physics which will allow a connection to be made between 
nuclear and particle physics. 

In this talk we shall be concerned only with the first two energy do
mains and we present few of the many aspects of the heavy ion mechanisms 
observed there. Me shall insist mainly on the physical ideas which have 
emerged from these studies. 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

Some of the properties of nuclei will play a major role in the inter
action between two heavy ions at low and intermediate bombarding energies. 
Let us quote some of them : 
1 - The interaction between several nucléons is, to a large extend, dominat
ed by the mean field created by the whole set of nucléons. This explains the 
success of the independent particle model for describing nuclei. The colli
sion between two nuclei will also be dominated by the mean field which will 
be the source of several collective motions. 
2 - There are, however, also residual interactions between the nucléons 
which cannot be described in terms of a mean field. Although they are weaker 
than the mean field interaction they play a major role to convert elementary 
excitations into more complicated states i.e. heat. 
3 - Nuclei consist of fermions. Therefore, the Paul 1 principle will play a 
key role in the interaction of two heavy ions. For an isolated nucleus, or 
at low bombarding energies it 1s responsible for a long nucléon mean free 
path. This mean free path, which should be infinite in a pure mean field 
approach, remains however finite due to the residual interactions. In a 
heavy ion collision the Paull principle leads to a Pauli blocking which, at 
small relative velocities, hinders most of the collisions between nucléons 
belonging to different nuclei. As the bombarding energy increases the Pauli 
blocking decreases. 
4 - The electromagnetic Interaction has a coupling constant 1/137 times 
smaller than the nuclear one. Therefore, the collision between two light 
Ions will be dominated by nuclear forces. However, when heavier ions are 
Involved this is no longer the case because nuclear forces do not increase 
as much as Coulomb forces. This is illustrated in fig. 1 which shows the 
Coulomb over the nuclear potential energies of 2 nuclei (Z. ,A,) and (Z 2, A 2 ) 
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evaluated at distance A j / 3 +• A^' 3 according to r e f . 3 ) . One observes that 
when >tery heavy ions are used the Coulomb repulsion becomes dominant compar
ed to the nuclear attract ion. As a consequence, new experimental features 
wi l l be observed. One of the good choice of GSI was to be able to accelerate 
very heavy projecti les. 
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Fig. 1 - The quantity -

\ 2. 
which represents the Coulomo- ana nu
clear potential energy ratio of the 
(Z^tA^) + (Z2>A2) system evaluated at 
distance 4 1 / 3 -f <4 1 / 3 according to 
[ref.3)], is displayed as a function 
of Zj and Z2 for nuclei along the j3 
stability line 

( Z . —J1A ) 
80+0.6 x A2n 

[ref.h)]. Here Z. and A-are the atom-
ia number and the mass of nucleus i . 

5 - In a heavy-ion col l is ion many nucléons are involved but their number is 
nevertheless incredibly small compared to the number of particles in a ma
croscopic system (~ 10 2 3 ) . I t means that i f s ta t is t ica l processes take place 
the fluctuations around the mean values wi l l not be négligeable. 

THE LOU BOMBARDING ENERGY DOMAIN (< 10 MeV/u) 

This domain is dominated by the mean f ie ld and many very interesting 
experimental results have been found 5). In order to discuss them let us 
introduce a parameter, called effective f i s s i l i t y parameter6) : 

A l / 3 A l / 3 ( A l / 3 + A l / 3 ) 
1 2 1 2 

which is proportional to the ratio between the Coulomb and nuclear force at 
the point where the lat ter 1s maximum. One can approximately separate heavy 
ion systems in two categories depending on the value of ', [ r e f . 7 ) ] . 
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1) Systems for which g < 48 

For these systems central collisions lead to fusion and grazing impact 
parameters to quasi elastic reactions. At intermediate impact parameter 
values, one observes deep inelastic phenomenon. I t seems to be a continuous 
transition between transfer reactions and deep inelastic collisions as the 
impact parameter decreases from the grazing values. 

Deep inelastic phenomenon is one of the most exciting mechanism found 
at low bombarding energies5). In such a process a lo t of excitation energy 
is converted into heat and many nucléons are involved. Several nucléons can 
also be transferred between the two nuclei. 

The energy loss can understood in terms of f r ic t ion forces 3 ' 9 ) which 
convert part of the i n i t i a l kinetic energy into heat. From the microscopic 
point of view, f r ic t ion forces appear because of a coupling between the 
macroscopic variables describing the relative motion and the intr insic de
grees of freedom1 0). The lat ter ones are assumed to relax very quickly to 
stat ist ical equilibrium whereas the macroscopic degrees have a much smaller 
time evolution. The difference between these time scales allows for an i r r e 
versible transfer of energy from the macroscopic motion to the intr insic 
degrees of freedom (heat). A microscopic just i f icat ion for the appearance of 
f r ic t ion forces has been g iven 1 0 " 1 2 ) and several semiclassical approaches 
have been developed13) leading to the concept of one body dissipation 1 3* 1**). 
In nuclei a one-body type of dissipation is favoured compared to two-body 
dissipation because of the long mean free path of the nucléons. During a 
deep inelastic col l ision one-particle one-hole excitations created by a mean 
f ie ld Interaction subsequently decay to more complicated states (heat) due 
to residual Interactions. 

I f one has dissipation one has also stat ist ical fluctuations. Noren-
berg 1 5) was the f i r s t to propose the experimental distributions of the ma
croscopic variables to be described as a diffusion process or transport 
phenomenon. Microscopic theories have derived transport equations which 
allow to describe both dissipation and stat ist ical fluctuations at the same 
t i m e 1 1 ' 1 6 ' 1 7 ) . They have been sucessfully applied to describe the experimen
tal results in a large number of cases5). 
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Most of the collective motions observed in deep inelastic coll isions 
are slow ones and their typical phonon energy is usually smaller than tte 
temperatures which are obtained in the col l is ion. Consequently, fluctuations 
are of stat ist ical nature. However, a specific collective mode, related to 
the neutron excess of one of the fragments, has been found to have a rather 
fast re laxat ion 1 8 ) . Since such a mode should be associated with a high pho
non energy, quantum fluctuations should be observed (in f i g . ? one shows the 
difference between the two kinds of fluctuations in an i l lus t ra t ive and 
schematic example). An experiment performed at GSI on the 430 MeV Kr + 
9 2 , 9 8 M o systems has shown that i t was the case for this particular system19) 
The effect was revealed by a measurement of the isobaric distributions of 
the products close the projecti le as a function of the energy damping. A 
quanta! transport equation2 0) has been able to reproduce the data (see Fig. 
3) whereas a classical fa i ls to do i t . 

b) Fusion 

When all the nucléons of the projectile and of the target merge in a 
single system one has fusion 5' 2 2). The fusion excitation function increases 
almost linearly above the Coulomb barrier as a function of the inverse of 
the c m. bombarding energy, 1/E. Above some energy value depending on the 
system the slope of the excitation function changes (see Fig. 5 where 
several examples are displayed). We shall postpone the presentation of an 
interpretation of the fusion process to section 3.. Let us just remind that 
below the Coulomb barrier very exciting results have been found 2 3) which 
indicate that in many cases, the fusion cross section is substantially 
larger than expected. 

2) Systems for which I > 48 

It is really the use of heavy projectiles which has triggered the large 
interest of nuclear physicists to heavy ion reactions. Indeed, the great 
hope was to synthesize the superheavy element by fusion of two very heavy 
ions. However, it was found21*) that the fusion of two very heavy ions was 
not possible because the Coulomb field becomes too strong to counteract the 
nuclear attraction. The large amount of cross section which was usually 
going to fusion was found to go in the deep inelastic process 2 5). 
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Fig. 2 - Schematic presentation of the difference between statistical and 
quantum fluctuations : an harmonic oscillator is coupled to a heat bath at 
temperature T » 2 MeV and has a stiffness coefficient C. On the left hand 
side tine inertia is such that tine phonon energy fà = 3 MeV whereas it is 
only JQ * 1/2 MeV on the right hand part. As a consequence the left oscilla
tor is not excited and one observes the zero point motion of the mode (quan
tum fluctuation)' whereas it is excited in the right hand part case. 

3) Interpretation of the fusion process 

Several models have tr ied to explain particular aspects o f heavy ion 
f u s i o n 5 ' 2 2 ) . However, the aim is to get a single picture which explains qua
l i t a t i ve ly as well as quantitatively the whole body of data. Several models 
are now a v a i l a b l e 2 6 , 2 9 ) . Let us just describe briefly the basis of a simple 
one which has been proposed in ref.3). 

During the interaction of two heavy ions kinetic energy is lost in the 
relative motion due to fr ict lonal forces. I f the system remains trapped in 
the pocket of the interaction potential for a while one has fusion. I f dis 
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sipation takes place only after the 
system reaches the top of the static 
fusion barrier the fusion threshold 
would be equal to the height of this 
barrier (see Fig. 4) . If dissipation 
occurs before some energy AE is lost 
and one needs to provide this extra 
energy AE (called dynamical energy 
surplus in r e f . 2 8 ) ) in order to over
come the static fusion barrier. I t 
means that the dynamical fusion bar
rier is larger than the static one. 

0 20 40 60 80 
E, 0 „ (MeVI 

Fig. Z - The standard deviation of 
the isobaria distributions (atomic 
number distribution for fixed 
mass) of the products correspond
ing to A=8S and 86 are displayed 
as a function of the energy loss 
for the 430 MeV S6Kr + 92Mo sys
tem. The experimental data are 
from ref.13). The full curve is a 
calculation using the quantal Fig. 4 - The potential energy V of two 
transport equation derived in heavy ions (for a head-on collision) is 
ref.20) and used in ref.21). displayed as a function of their 

interdistance R. The definition of the 
static, and dynamical fusion barriers 

is given. The dynamical energy surplus is denoted by AE. In the top right 
corner of the figure a typical fusion excitation function is shown. 

This simple argument, developed for a head-on collision, can easily be ex
tended to non zero orbital angular momentum I and one can define a static 
and a dynamical fusion barrier for each x value. I t is important to notice 
that the location of the static fusion barrier depends on i and on the size 
of the system : i t s position goes to smaller interdlstances as I or \ incre
ase. Consequently, AE will also depend on these parameters. For a given sys
tem the above argument explains the change of slope of the fusion cross 

i i ' 

8 6 K r . 9 2 M O 

Z, = 430 MeV 

1 -

* A = 85 
• A =86 

_i i [_ _ i _ _ i _ 
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section a p as a function of 1/E. I t also explains that a p is reduced, com

pared to the expectations, for the heavy systems which are close to the 

l imi t where fusion disappears, a problem investigated in details at GSI 2 9 ) . 

Furthermore, since the pocket disappears when Ç > 48 i t explains why there 

is no fusion for very heavy systems. In r é f . 2 3 ) , a simple dynamical model 

has been proposed following these ideas. I t reproduces to a good extend most 

of the experimental fusion excitation functions observed so far (typical 

examples are displayed in Fig. 5). 
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4) Fast fission 

Fusion does not mean necessarily compound nucleus formation. Models 
predict that two interacting nuclei trapped in the pocket of their common 
potential can be released as their common density reorganizes. This can 
occur in the two following situations : 
i ) When the fission barrier of the compound nucleus vanishes due to angular 
momentum3 2»31» (this is i l lustrated in Fig. 6 (from r e f . 3 2 ) ) ) . 
i i ) For heavy systems when the saddle point configuration of the fissioning 
compound nucleus is more compact than the pocket con f igu ra t ion 2 9 ' 3 3 ) . In 
this case the mechanism has been called quasi f iss ion 3 3 ) , (see talk of S. 
Bjornholm). 

5) Summary of dissipative heavy ion coll isions 

The different sorts of dissipative heavy ion coll isions observed so far 
can be summarized in a schematic way using the interaction potential of two 
heavy ions in one dimension (the interdistance R separating the center of 
mass of each nuclei). In the entrance channel the interaction potential 
looks similar to a sudden potential calculated assuming that the densities 
of the two nuclei remain frozen. In the exit channel densities reorganize 
and the interaction potential looks more adiabatic (potential of the f i s 
sioning compound system). Then, the different dissipative collisions can be 
understood in terms of the schematic display shown in Fig. 7. 

HEAYY ION COLLISIONS AT INTERMEDIATE BOMBARDING ENERGIES 

At intermediate bombarding energies the mean f ie ld and the nucleon-
nucleon collisions can both play a role in the reaction mechanisms. This 
wi l l lead to gradual modifications of the reaction processes observed at low 
and high bombarding energies. Some of them wi l l even disappear completely U 
some energy ranges. 

As at low bombarding energies quasielastic reactions wi l l s t i l l be 
observed at intermediate bombarding energies but their probability is expec
ted to decrease as the energy increases. 

Similarly to high bombarding energies one also observes fragmentation 
[ ref . 1 * 8 } ] products which are excited at forward angles with almost the beam 
velocity. However, compared to the high energy data, the momentum width of 
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Fig. 6 - For the Z40 MeV Ar + Ho system three typical trajectories are dis
played in the mass asymmetry-radial distance plane calculated using the 
model of ref.*2) : 
- For 1=195 the interaction between the two nuclei is weak and the time of 
contact short. There is almost no mass transferred from one nucleus to the 
other and a small amount of energy is exchanged between them. One has to 
deal with a typical quasielastic reaction. 
- For 1=138 the interaction bePJeen the two nuclei is stronger. Some mass is 
exchanged and, for this particular I value, the kinetic energy in the rela
tive motion is completely damped. We are faced with a typical deep-inelastic 
collision. 
- For 1=75 the system is trapped in the pocket of the sudden potential. Then 
mass asymmetry relaxes to equilibrium, which in this case, corresponds to a 
symmetric composite system. Simultaneously, the potential energy landscape 
changes from a sudden potential in the entrance channel to an adiabatic one 
in the exit channel. However, for this particular system, the value of the 
angular momentum, Igp, for which the fission barrier of the compound nucleus 
vanishes is equal to 72. Therefore, the system escapes again by fissionirg 
into fragments. This kind of trajectory corresponds to fast fission phenome
non. The mass and the kinetic energy of the products is practically iden
tical to those of fission fragments following compound nucleus formation. 
The interaction time of such a process ranges from 13~21 to lQ'^s, which is 
larger than the one of a deep inelastic collision, but shorter than that of 
compound nucleus formation. 
- For i smaller than 1^72, a real compound nucleus is formed since it has 
a nonvanishing fission oarrier. 



Fig» 7 - Typical illustration of 

the four di3sipative mechanisms 

occuring in a heavy ion reac

tion : top left : the systems is 

not trapped but it loses a lot 

of kinetic-energy in the relati

ve notion : we have a deep ine

lastic collision. Toy right : 

the system is trapped in the en

trance channel. The sudden goes 

to the adiabatic potential but 

the saddle configuration is 

elongated enough to keep the 

system trapped : we have com

pound nucleus formation. Bottom 

left : the system is trapped but 

the fission barrier of the com

pound nucleus has vanished due to angular momentum. Therefore it disintegra

tes into two almost equal fragments because mass asymmetry has time to reach 

equilibrium : we have fast fission. Bottom right : the compound nucleus has 

a fission barrier but the saddle configuration is too compact to keep the 

system trapped : we again have fast fission or quasi-fission. 

the fragmentation products close to the projectile is smaller below the 

Fermi energy. This is possibly due to the Pauli blocking which restrict the 

available phase space. 

In this part we shall restrict ourselves to more central collisions and 

discuss some of the open problems. 

1) Incomplete fusion via linear momentum transfer measurements 

As the bombarding energy 1s raised above ~ 10 MeV/u one observes that 

fusion 1s no longer complete in the sense that all the projectile and target 

nucléons merge in a single system. Prompt nucléons or light composite parti

cles are emitted by the two fragments before the two remmnants fuse. For 

that reason this process is called incomplete fusion. The particles emitted 

by the projectile are szrj fast in the laboratory system whereas those emit-
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ted by the target are very slow. Several possibilities have been invoked to 

explain prompt particle emission : PEPs or Fermi j e t s 3 6 ) , preequilibrium de

cay 3 7 ) , hot spot emission38) or inertial emission39). A very simple model1*0) 

based on phase space arguments seems to work pretty well at intermediate 

bombarding energies and allows the number of prompt particles to be correct

ly predicted in several cases. 

One can get information about incomplete fusion by looking at the 

amount of linear momentum transferred (LMT) from the projectile to the fused 

system*1). This can be done either by measuring the recoil velocity of resi

dual nuclei when they are formed, or by measuring the opening angle between 

the two fission fragments when the fused system fissions. 

For a given system one observes that the most probable amount of LMT, 

p, decreases as the bombarding energy increases. Furthermore, p depends on 

the system. For instance, one does not get the same pi value in the reaction 

Aj + Aj, where Ax is the projectile, and in the reaction A2 + Ax , where now 

^ is the projectile* 0). 

For the C + U system, Incomplete fusion has been observed up to 86 

MeV/u at CERN*2). However, for the Ar + U system, incomplete fusion seems to 

disappear around ~ 40 MeV/u [ r e f . * 3 ) ] . This point is illustrated in Fig. 8 

where one shows the folding angle distribution of the fission fragments 

observed on the Ar + U system at 19.6 MeV/u [ ré f . " * ) ] , 27 MeV/u [ r e f . * 5 ) ] , 

35 MeV/u [ r e f . * 1 ' * 6 ) ] and 44 MeV/u [ r é f . * 7 ) ] . The 19.6 MeV/u results show 

two pronounced peaks. The first one, 

located around 9* ^ » 120* corresponds 

to fission following incomplete fusion. 

From the most probable value of 8, , , 

one can deduce p" * 0.86. The second 

peak, located roughly at 9 f l d » 170', 

can be ascribed to elastic scattering 

of the incident Ar projectile, followed FMT 

I A. 

/ 1 
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M 120 150 180 
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Fig. 3 - Folding angle distribution of 

the fission fragments formed in the Ar 

+ U reaction at different bombarding 

energies : 13.3 MeV/u [fef.****)], 27 

MeV/u [ref.^))t 35 MeV/u [r'efs.^'^)] and 44 Mf/u [ref.^)}. 

'fold " " • » 
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by the sequential fission of the excited U nucleus. A similar situation is 
observed at 27 MeV/u. However, at 35 and 44 MeV/u the correlation functions 
are quite different. The first peak at low 9 f o i d has disappeared while the 
peak associated with sequential fission remains. Since sequential fission 
cannot readily contribute to counts in the region where 9r 0-| d is lower than 
140*, i t seems as there remains a certain contribution of incomplete fusion 
events but they are nevertheless very few. Fig. 8 indicates that incomplete 
fusion progressively disappears as the bombarding energy increases. For this 
particular system this occurs around the Fermi energy. The disappearance of 
incomplete fusion might be related to the maximum excitation energy that one 
can deposit in a nucleus and we shall now discuss this point. 

2) Excitation energy limitations 

It is Important to know how much excitation energy a nucleus can sus
tain, while remaining in global statistical equilibrium, without breaking up 
into pieces. This is sti l l an open question and a lot of efforts are devoted 
to this problem. The results obtained so far can be summarized as fol
lows1»8) : 
- Experiments seem to show that one cannot deposit more than about 5 MeV per 
nucléon. 
- If on. tries to deposit a larger amount of excitation energy, the nucleus 
seems to break up in to several pieces (multifragmentation). The fragments 
coming out from this process have a mass distribution which goes like A"* 
where x • 7/3 1n several cases. Different models predict such a mass distri
bution and multifragmentation could come from a gas-liquid phase transition 
around the critical pointa9), from percolation nhenomenon50) or from a fast 
break-up analogous to the shattering of g lass 5 1 ) , e t c . . . 5 2 ) . 

Assuming that clusters are formed with a A"** mass distribution above a 
certain excitation energy threshold, one can estimate the maximum energy per 
nucléon that can be deposited 1n a nuclear system. The results of such an 
estimation1*6) are shown 1n Fig. 9. One observes that medium nuclei can acco
modate more excitation energy per nucléon than heavier ones. Such a feature 
seems to be observed experimentally1*8). 
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far nuclei along the 3 stability line, 

calculated, in ref.***). 

3) Heavy ion reactions with heavy 

projecti les 

At low bombarding energy a 

fusion of two very heavy nuclei 

is impossible because the Coulomb 

interaction is too strong and fu 

sion is replaced by deep inelas

t i c phenomenon. As the bombarding 

energy goes above-* 10 MeV/u, one 

starts to observe some events 

coming from three-body reactions 

[ r e f . 5 3 ) ] . The probability of the 

three-body process increases with 

the bombarding energy. For ins

tance, at 18 MeV/u the ratio be

tween three-bodies and two-bodies 

is already equal to 0.5 whereas i t is only 0.1 around 12 MeV/u [ r e f . 5 t > ) ] . 

What happens at higher bombarding energies? An inclusive experiment perform

ed on the Kr + Mo, Ag and Au systems at 22 MeV/u [ r e f . 5 5 ) ] has shown the 

existence of fragments which might be explained by a three-body mechanisms. 

In Fig. 10 one shows the correlation between the mass A and the kinetic 

energy E of the products detected between 6 and 12*. The experimental thres

hold corresponds to a mass equal to 20 or so and a kinetic energy of about 5 

MeV/u. One observes two components : the f i r s t one with a ridge extending 

from A=84, E-1800 MeV down to A=50, E* 

600 MeV, and the second one where the 

ridge is practically at constant kinetic 

energy (E - 500 MeV). A possible inter

pretation of the data is schematically 

displayed 1n Fig. 11. I t is a par t ic i 

pant-spectator picture modified by the 

100 

S3 

Fig» 10 - Correlation between the mas a A 

and the kinetic energy S of the products 

obeewed between S and 12* in the 22 

MeV/u Kr * Au reaction. From ref.**). 
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Projtctilt 

Partial fusad 
sustain 

mean field which is still im
portant at these energies. With 
projectiles like Ar or smaller 
one would expect a partial fu
sion between the participants 
(after they have emitted sever
al fast particles) and the 
spectators of the projectile 
and target : this would corres
pond to incomplete fusion. Such 
a process is not possible in 
our case because of the Coulomb 
field. However, nothing pre
vents a fusion of two of the 
three zones. Let us for instan
ce consider the fusion of the 
participant zone with the pro
jectile spectators (Fig. 11). 
One gets a partial fused system 

moving with a velocity which depends on the number of participants of the 
target. Afterwards, this partial fused system is supposed to reseparate into 
two pieces before thermalization occurs. This could be understood in analogy 
with calefaction phenomenon an effect observed in macroscopic physics when 
one pours a drop of water on an overheated plate. 

The above simple picture can be compared with the experimental data. 
This is shown in Fig. 12 and a rather good agreement between the kinematical 
assumption and the data can be observed. 

Similar data have been obtained on the Xe + Ag and Au systems at 23 
MeV/u [réf. 5 6)] but a better agreement with the model is obtained if one 
assumes thermal ization 1n the partial fused system before reseparation. 

The three-body data observed between 20 and 30 MeV/u might be a first 
step towards a break-up in several pieces (multlfragmentation) and deserves 
further studies. 
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CONCLUSION 
z-or 

1.S 

participants (model) 

^1.0 

Prc]«ctil« 
spectators (modall 

I hope to have shown that many 
interesting experimental results have 
been obtained in the study of heavy-
Ion collisions. The results presented 
here are just a very small sample of 
what has been done in this field. At 
low and, to some extend, at intermedia
te bombarding energies these results 
are not simply an incoherent sum of 
single nucleon-nucleon interactions. 
Therefore, i t was necessary to study 
heavy-ion collisions and one has learn
ed something. Many coherent processes 
have been found and dissipative pheno
mena play an important role. Heavy-ion 
physics is probably the part of nuclear 
physics which has the largest number of 
connections with other fields of phy
sics. Since a nucleus is a microscopic 
system with a small number of constitu
ents, i t is of fundamental interest for 
statistical physics which is usually 
mostly used to describe macroscopic 

systems. Indeed, quantum effect and fluctuations play a major role and one 
of the future direction of heavy-ion physics is to look at them in detail 
through high resolution experiments. 

0.5 1.0 

Fig. 12 - Comparison between the 
model schematically diaplayed in 
Fig. 11 and the data of ref.s$). 

I would like to thank Mrs F. Lepage and E. Thureau for preparing the 
manuscript with their usual efficiency and M. J. Matuszek for drawing the 
figures very quickly. 
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